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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes integration of a social network with collaborative tagging for ontology extraction. Tripartite models of emergent ontologies based on three dimensions (i.e.
users, tags, and instances) have been proposed by several
researchers, but we integrate another important dimension:
user-user relations, such as the friend relation in social networking services and a knows relation in Friend-Of-A-Friend
(FOAF) documents. Because a lightweight ontology is a
minimum commitment shared within a community, who communicates with whom is an important source of information
that can be used to improve the emergent ontology. We also
discuss the advanced model in where each concept in each
community is considered different (and called p-concept),
and show the possibility of using this model to resolve the
polysemy/hononymy problem. Two case studies using our
algorithms are shown: we analyze tagging and social networking data from an academic conference support system
POLYPHONET and also from an advanced social system
called Blue Dot. We evaluate the extracted ontologies for
information recommendation, and show that our algorithm
works better than others.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web is being increasingly integrated into
our everyday life by social media like blogs and social network services (SNSs). Information technology thus needs to
process not only formal contents with a clear vocabulary,
such as research papers and news articles, but also contents
written in the ever-changing languages and ontologies we use
in our daily life. This increases the importance of emergent
semantics, which tries to obtain ontologies and taxonomies
from a vast amount of information [22].
The recent spread of collaborative tagging and SNSs reflects our social life. In Web applications such as del.icio.us,
Flickr, CiteULike, and YouTube1 , users manage, share, and
1
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browse collections of online resources with semantically meaningful information in freely chosen text labels, or tags [5].
In such applications we see the emergence of loose categorization systems, folksonomies, that can be effectively used
to navigate through a large and heterogeneous body of resources. Collaborative tagging and emergent semantics are
described in the literature (e.g., [5, 9]) and are discussed
online (e.g., [11, 15]).
Social networking services are sometimes characterized as
social systems on the so-called Web 2.0. MySpace, Facebook,
and LinkedIN are among the most popular SNSs, but the selection of an SNS can also reflect cultural diversity. Orkut,
for example, is popular in Brazil, mixi is popular in Japan
and Cyworld is popular in Korea. In the context of the Semantic Web, a social network is recognized as an important
mechanism for extablishing the “web of trust” needed the
credibility and trustworthiness [8, 14]. As social networks
overwhelmingly influence our lives, many applications have
potential applicability of social networks [23].
The relation between social network and the emergence of
ontologies in collaborative tagging is discussed in literature.
Gruber defines an ontology as an explicit specification of a
conceptualization [10]. It is used to describe the ontological commitments of a set of agents in a community, so that
they can communicate about a domain of discourse without
operating on a globally shared theory. Mika discussing the
ways that a community evolves and its commitments change
because its members are leaving and entering, pointed out
that to change ontologies we need a method for extracting
an ontology from the large number of individual interactions
[20]. That is, we need a scalable and easily maintainable Semantic Web. Mika’s model takes into consideration three
classes of elements: actors, concepts, and instances. Folding
their ternary relations into binary relations, we can obtain
two ontologies: concept relations based on instance overlaps, and concept relations based on actor overlap. Several
other studies have taken similar approaches using tripartite
models.
Though the Mika model is an elegant model of actorconcept-instance relations, we can extend it. An important
factor we treat in this paper is the actor-to-actor relation.
Though it has been previously addressed in the context of
social networks, the network in the Mika model is an affiliation network (or a two-mode network) of the relations
between actors and concepts. The affiliation network can
be folded to generate the association of concepts in terms

of overlapping instances or concepts. We integrate the Mika
model with another kind of social networks called adjacent
networks, which are the social networks one usually has in
mind when thinking of the virtual communities based on
SNSs or Friend-Of-A-Friend (FOAF) aggregation.
An adjacent network, where each tie represents a relation between actors – such as knows, collaborates with, or
is friends with – can enhance the Mika model. Our model,
called the Homophilic Actor-Mediated Activation (HAMA)
model, provides an emergent ontology that takes social relations into account. Intuitively, if a friend of mine tags a
Web page, that information is useful for me and it is reasonable to expect me to commit to the tag to some degree.
This expectation depends on a lightweight ontology being a
minimum commitment shared within a community. So I can
share my ontology with my friends and colleagues through
daily communication.
We also argue the polysemy/homonymy problem: due to
the difference between the different ontologies in different
communities. To provide a general view, we consider the
concepts labeled by each community to be different even if
they have the same label. In our definition, each one is called
a p-concept and has a completely personal meaning. We assume that every tag is first a p-concept, that two p-concepts
are merged into a shared one through social interaction, and
that merged p-concepts can in some cases eventually form a
globally shared concept. The key is again a social network;
a shared concept is created through social relations.
The HAMA model improves extracted emergent ontologies in that it alleviates the data sparsity problem by integrating social relations and that it provides a possible resolution of the polysemy/homonymy problem by p-concept
gathering. It is applicable to social systems that provide
both social networking and social bookmarking functions.
Facebook, flickr, and Digg are such systems. Among them,
Blue Dot is one of the advanced systems that elaborately integrates a social network with collaborative tagging, thus we
analyze the data. We analyze the data on POLYPHONET
[17], which is a social networking extraction system for academic conferences (social networking and bookmarking for
presentations). In this paper we show a case study using our
algorithms on POLYPHONET and Blue Dot. We evaluate
the extracted ontologies for information recommendation.
Though the HAMA model is not broadly applicable to
much of the data currently online, i t shows the potential
effectiveness of the integration of collaborative tagging and
social networking and of integrating FOAF data with other
Semantic Web metadata.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

This paper is organized as follows: the next section explains the Mika model and some problems in collaborative
tagging systems. Sections 3 and 4 explain the HAMA model,
and Section 5 shows two case studies using the model. The
evaluation is made in Section 6. After the discussion in Section 7, we mention related work in Section 8 conclude the
paper with a brief summary in Section 9.

2.

2.1

• We apply the algorithm to an academic conference
data, describe the findings on the data, and show the
improved result for ontology extraction for information
recommendation.
• Our approach shows the potential importance of the
integration of social networking data with collaborative tagging data.

Mika model: tripartite model of folksonomy

Tagging data can be considered as if it were a hypergraph. The set of vertices is then partitioned into the three
disjoint sets A = {a1 , . . . , ak }, C = {c1 , . . . , cl }, and I =
{i1 , . . . , im } respectively corresponding to the set of actors
(users), the set of concepts (tags, keywords), and the set
of instances (URLs, photos, movies, etc.). Users tag objects with concepts, creating ternary associations between
the user, the concept, and the object. Collaborative tagging
would then be defined by a set of annotations T ⊆ A × C × I
consisting a hyperedge in the hypergraph.
This tripartite hypergraph can be reduced to three (twomode) graphs, one for each pair of the three elements:
Concept-instance graph (CI) It represents the relation of concepts by measuring instance overlaps, thus constituting a
lightweight ontology Oic .2
Actor-concept graph (AC) It shows how actors are related
by sharing the same concepts, thus constituting a lightweight
ontology Oac .
Actor-instance graph (AI) It shows how actors are related by
overlapping instances. We also get a network of instances.

The ontologies Oci and Oac are formularized as follows:
We denote a matrix representing the relation of actors and
concepts as Bac = {bij } where bij = 1 if actor ai is affiliated
with concept cj . Then it can be folded into a lightweight
ontology of concepts based on overlapping sets of communities: Oac = BTac Bac . And the matrix Bci where bij = 1 if
concept ci is affiliated with instance ij can be folded into a
lightweight ontology of concepts based on overlapping sets
of instances: Oci = Bci BTci .

2.2
• We propose a new method to extract lightweight ontology (keywords association). By integrating social
relations with collaborative tagging, it can extract ontologies that have high coverage.

BACKGROUND

Tagging data has often been handled by taking a unified
user-tag-resource (or actor-concept-instance) approach [9,
13, 12] in which each tag by each user to each instance is considered as a single instance of the form (tag, user, resource).
In this section we introduce the work by Peter Mika because
it is well described with relation to the Semantic Web.

Problems in collaborative tagging

Golder describes three problems in tagging systems: polysemy, synonymy, and basic level variation [9]. A polysemous
word is one that has many related meanings. “Window,” for
example, may refer to a hole in the wall or to the pane of
glass in that hole. Polysemy is similar to homonymy, where
a word has multiple unrelated meanings (a “pool,” for example, can be a collection of water, a game played on a felt
table, or a betting group). Either polysemy or homonymy
2
In the original paper it is called Oci , but here we change the
notation for clarity; Oic is an ontology for instance-based
concept relations and Oac is an ontology for actor-based
concept relations.

can degrade the correctness of an ontology, retrieval performance, and the efficiency of information sharing. Because it is sometimes difficult to distinguish polysemy from
homonymy, we do not distinguish them and use the term
polysemy whenever a word has multiple meanings.
Wu et al. propose a solution to the polysemy problem
[24]. They use a probabilistic generative model to model the
user’s annotation behavior and to automatically derive the
emergent semantics of tags. Synonymous tags are grouped
together and highly ambiguous tags are identified and separated.
Popular instances have lots of tags and thus for them there
is little problem of synonymy for navigation purpose. For
example, a Web page might be tagged as “San Francisco,”
“san francisco,” or “SF”; collectively we can guess they are
related. For less popular pages, however, tags are not sufficient for efficient navigation, especially when a system is
newly launched or a user has narrowly focused interests.
Some studies have tried to deal with this problem by clustering tags [3].

3.

HAMA MODEL: INTEGRATION OF ADJACENT NETWORK

We extend the Mika model by integrating a social network among actors. We call our model the Homophilic
Actor-Mediated Activation (HAMA) model. The concepts
of a user are activated through their social relation, and the
model is effective if the social relations are between similar
(homophilic) users.
Let us assume we have a social network among users and
that we have the corresponding adjacent matrix. We denote
a k × k matrix that represents relations between actors as
A = {aij }, and each element aij is binary. If we take the
product of A and a k × l matrix Bac , the resultant matrix
ABac is a k × l matrix. This matrix sums up the columns
of Bac corresponding to the neighbors of each actor. The
concept-concept relations are then obtained by substituting
ABac for Bac . That is, O0ac = (ABac )T ABac . This ontology represents the relations between concepts as measured
by common actors considering their neighbors in a social
network.
Similarly, if we have some similarity measures of instances
represented by I, we can obtain the refined ontology O0ic =
(IBic )T IBic . There are several other ways that actor relations could be included in the Mika model. Therefore, we
assume we have matrix D derived from matrix A. It can be
a power of A, a probabilistic distance in A, or any distance
metric in A. We can state our model as follows:

Figure 1: Illustration of two ontologies
(e.g., their geographical context). On the other hand, if we
decrease the weight of λ, the similar concepts are calculated
close. Especially, if we make λ greater than 1 the resultant
relevance is a good approximation of synonyms. The Mika
model is equivalent to understood as D = I (a unit matrix)
and either λ = 0 or λ = 1.
From the matrix point of view, data sparsity is a lack of
elements in the matrix: The elements where the value should
be greater than zero may be zero because there is no data.
In the HAMA model the zero element is the sum of valued
added by the other elements if they are connected by matrix
A. In our formulae, O0ac has fewer zero elements than Oac
does and O0ic has fewer zero elements than Oic does. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.
The effectiveness, however, depends on D; sometimes the
matrix D improves Oac , while other times it degrades Oac .
Because the assumption is that if two actors are in close
relationship, the ontology would be similar. In other word, if
matrix D is given, there are concepts that can be effectively
transferred to neighbors and there are concepts that cannot.

4.
4.1

EXTENDED HAMA MODEL: PERSONALCONCEPT-BASED ONTOLOGY
P-concept

From the matrix point of view, the polysemy problem can
be considered as follows. There is only one column (or row)
where there should be two or more. The multiple meanings
are shrunk to one column. To resolve them, we have to separate the proper column into multiple columns. For example,
we should have “friend1” and “friend2” instead of “friend”
¶
³ if there are two meanings for the tag. Each tag is classified
into either of them from the context.
Definition 1 Depending on adjacency matrix A, we
This approach, however, is rather conventional. Because
define some distance matrix D. Then the ontology O
collaborative tagging provides very different views of caterepresenting the relevance among concepts is calculated
gorizations, there are no “true” categorizations. There are
as
only personal and social benefits of categorizations. Some
O = λ(DBac )T DBac + (1 − λ)(Bic )T Bic ,
researchers found two categories of tags: those only for personal use, and those sharable or intended for sharing [9,
where λ is a constant.
µ
´ 1]. Some tags have wholly personal meanings and others
have socially shared meanings. This dichotomy is inevitably
Because our model is general, we can test several settings
vague, and it is reasonable to think the personal meaning is
of k1 , k2 , and distance matrix D. For example, if we increase
gradually shared by neighbors and eventually shared societyλ we have more weight on the actor overlap. In this case,
wide. In this sense, we take a completely different approach
the relevance of concepts is based on the contexts of actors
to the polysemy problem. Cuttuto et al. also discusses that

the emergence of a folksonomy exhibits dynamic aspects also
observed in the evolution of human languages, such as the
crystallization of naming conventions, competition between
terms, and takeovers by neologisms [5].
A tag has two aspects: personal and social. It helps us
understand this phenomenon when we recall that Saussure
divided language into langue and parole. About 90 years
ago, Ferdinand de Saussure wrote an influential book titled “Cours de linguistique g’en’erale,” (Course in General
Linguistics) that was published posthumously in 1916. In
it Saussure focuses on what we call language, “a system of
signs that express ideas,” and suggests that it might be divided into two components: langue and parole. Langue is
a sign system generated by people socially, and parole is a
sign system specific to each person. Langue is generated by
the action of a collective intelligence. Each individual person generates langue through parole but cannot control it.
Parole is prescribed by langue, but each individual person
generates parole freely. Parole is represented by each individual person’s original combination of concepts and her/his
“phonation.”
Langue and parole effect each other. Langue prescribes
the generation of parole, but generated parole causes langue
to change. We see a similar relation between folksonomy
and tags in collaborative tagging. Every user makes a combination of concepts and labels freely and uses them. Someone uses “friends” for her/his friends, and someone else uses
“friends” as the label for a television program. On the other
hand, every user is effected by folksonomy. Once tagging becomes stable, users cannot avoid making tags following the
rule of the system because such tags are more useful to him
and others.
Inspired by the Saussure’s two components langue and
parole, we propose a new way to handle the user-tag-item
system. The idea is to initially consider each tag by each
actor as unique and then gradually relate them. 3
We consider the tag “friend” used by Alice different from
the tag “friend” used by Becky. Only when we have enough
proof that the two tags are assigned to the same instances,
or that the two have some proximity in communication, do
we think that the two tags are the same. We call each tag
used by each person a p-concept4 .

4.2

HAMA model based on the p-concept

We extend the HAMA model by including p-concepts. If
we have k persons and l concepts, we could have as many
as k × l p-concepts. Therefore the HAMA model using pconcepts would have much larger matrices. We denote a
matrix representing the relation of actors and p-concepts as
Pap = {pij } where pij = 1 if actor i is affiliated with pconcept j. We also define the matrix Pip = {pij } where
pij = 1 if p-concept i is affiliated with instance j. Definition
1 is then extended with p-concepts as follows.
3
In speech, people use various context-based combinations
of concepts and phonations. Someone might on one occasion use the phonation “friends” for acquaintances and on
another occasion use it as the name of television program.
However, users use a tag which is regarded as phonation at
collaborative tagging to categorize contents. Consequently
it is natural that each individual user has only one concept
for each tag.
4
The p-concept itself is intentionally polysemous and can
mean primitive concept, parole-like concept, or personal
concept.

¶

³
1. Put separately p-concepts. There can be at most
l × k p-concepts.
2. Merge concepts: Merge two p-concepts if
• their labels are the same and
• they share the same instances, or neighboring actors
and regard the cluster of p-concepts as a single
concept.
3. Make edges:
concepts if

Add an edge between two p-

• they share the same instances,
• they share the same actors, or
• they share the neighboring actors.

µ

´
Figure 2: P-concept gathering.

¶

³

Definition 2 The ontology O representing the
relevance of p-concepts is calculated as O0 pp =
k1 (DPap )T (DPap ) + k2 (Pip )(Pip )T , where k1 and k2
is a nonnegative constant.

µ

´

The matrix O represents the relations between p-concepts in
consideration of all the effects of user-user, user-p-concept,
and instance-p-concept relations.
Theoretically we can calculate the matrices, but O0pp is a
kl × kl matrix. So it is huge and not efficient to calculate
matrix-wise even for a small number of users and tags. We
instead use a procedural algorithm called p-concept gathering to calculate the ontology as shown in Figure 2. We first
assume that every tag is a p-concept and then merge two
p-concepts into a shared one by considering overlap of instances and actors as well as the relations of actors. Finally
the algorithm forms socially-shared concepts. The algorithm
in Figure 2 is very simple and can be improved in several
ways. We can set thresholds on the number of shared actors, instances, and neighboring actors to merge concepts
and make edges. Both Merge concepts and Make edges are
based on similarity among p-concepts using the number of
shared actors, instances, and neighboring actors.

4.3

Polysemy detection

P-concepts are merged through the communication of two
actors, but we cannot detect all the communication between
actors even if we have lots of online data sources available.
Not all the p-concepts will go through social channels. Because the current technology still cannot find the enough
social ties, in this paper we show polysemy detection rather
than the continuous degrees between personal and social
meanings.
We first find the community in the social network. We use
the Newman algorithm [21] to find communities from a social network. Recently, a series of effective graph-clustering
methods has been advanced. Pioneering work that specifically emphasizes edge betweenness was done by Girvan and
Newman [7]. The betweenness of an edge is the number

of shortest paths between pairs of nodes that run along it.
Girvan et al. [7] show that this clustering works well in various networks, from biological networks to social networks.
Numerous studies have been inspired by that work. One
prominent effort is a faster variant of the Girvan-Newman
algorithm [21], which in this paper we call Newman clustering.
After obtaining communities, a concept is investigated to
see whether it conveys a different meaning. The concepts
related to a target concept are obtained. If the related concepts differ depending on community, it is likely that the
target concept has different meanings in a sense that its associations to other concepts are different. In this way, we
can detect polysemous words. Concrete examples are shown
in the next section.

5.

CASE STUDY OF EMERGENT ONTOLOGY

This section describes case studies in which our model
was applied to Polyphonet, an academic conference support
system, and Blue Dot, a commercial system providing social
networking and social bookmarking.

5.1

Emergent ontology in an academic conference

Polyphonet Conference (hereafter, Polyphonet) is a community support system that is tailored to academic conferences and that is partly based on social network mining
from the Web [17, 16]. It has functions for social networking among conference participants and for the social bookmarking of presentations. A user can bookmark interesting
conference items (papers, demos, and posters) and explore
recommended presentations and other researchers. Polyphonet has been used to promote participants’ communication at several conferences: the 17th through the 21st annual
conferences of the Japan Society of Artificial Intelligence
(JSAI2003-JSAI2007) and the International Conference on
Ubiquitous Computing (UbiComp2005, UbiComp2006). More
than 500 participants attended each conference, and 200
used the system. We use the data of JSAI2005 in this paper
because the users there were more active than those at the
other three conferences.
The numbers of bookmarking and social networking users
were respectively 75 and 323. The social network of the
users is shown in Fig. 4, where the number of edges is 1014,
the characteristic path length L = 3.289, and the clustering
coefficient C = 0.486. The most active user had 77 edges,
while an average user had 6.27 edges. This means that the
network had the characteristic of a small world. The core
members were densely connected in the network. If we apply
the Newman clustering, we can get 13 clusters. The biggest
cluster has 91 social networking users and top six clusters
include 90% of users.
We had 314 tags for the 297 papers presented at this conference. The most frequent tags are listed in Table 1. On the
average, a tag was used by 11.6 users for 3.1 presentations.

5.1.1

Examples of ontologies

We show some examples for emergent ontologies for an
academic conference. The ontologies represent the relations
between concepts in the papers presented at the conference.
Ontologies Oic and Oac are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The

Figure 3: Screenshot of Polyphonet Conference
Table 1: Frequent tags on Polyphonet.
tag
individual
content
extraction
communication
environment
network
concept
image
search
knowledge

users
37
37
36
35
35
35
34
33
33
31

instances
10
9
14
9
15
7
10
7
8
16

records
125
59
56
82
56
54
48
45
60
57

thresholds are determined so that the numbers of edges are
the same in both ontologies (100 edges). Though the two
ontologies are not easy to compare, there are some differences between them. For example, in Oic we can find no
connection between the concepts “gene” and ”interaction”
but in Oac they are connected. JSAI2005 had a session related to artificial life, and that session referred to “gene”
and “interaction.” This means that hidden relevance can be
clarified by considering common actors.
The ontology obtained by the HAMA model (Figure 7)
0
actually consists of two ontologies Oic and Oac
. It is more
evenly distributed. The concepts can be related more closely
by considering friends and acquaintances information. This
shows that the HAMA model is effective against the data
sparsity problem.
We investigated network centralization by using Bonacich
eigenvector centrality [4] as a measurement. High centralization means that the network is has a star-like shape, with
a large difference between the nodes with the highest and
lowest centrality. The centralization of Oac is 103.04, which
is lower than that of Oic (51.11). This can be interpreted as
indicating that general or ambiguous words appear in various contexts in documents and thus have many relations
with other words. The centrality of our HAMA model is

㪾㪼㫅㪼

Figure 4: Social network in Polyphonet (353 nodes
and 1014 edges).
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Figure 6: Concept relations in Polyphonet revealed
by actor-concept relations (Oac ).
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Figure 5: Concept relations in Polyphonet revealed
by concept-instance relations (Oic ).

even lower than that of Oac (45.8), but we found the difference between them from Figure 6 and 7. The network of
the HAMA model formed clusters of words. This means that
concepts are merged into clusters based on communities in
the social network.

5.1.2

Result of p-concept gathering and polysemy
detection

We have 314 tags for the 297 papers presented at this
conference. here were 104,841 p-concepts representing tags
by different users (Figure 2-1). The average user had 105.4
p-concepts, and the user with the most p-concepts had 184.
As we apply p-concept gathering described in section 4.2,
the concepts emerge as a cluster of p-concepts emerges. Beginning with 6222 p-concepts, we would get 3978 concepts if
we merged neighboring p-concepts (Figure 2-2) and would
get 536 concepts if we merged them according to common instances. As we used both merging by neighbors and merging
by common instances, we got 474 concepts, which is similar
to the number of original keywords (314).
Let us examine the p-concept “agent.” Fifty users had
this p-concept and their p-concepts were merged into five
concepts. The biggest one had 47 users, the second largest
had six users, and the others had only one user. The biggest

Figure 7: Concept relations in Polyphonet revealed
by the HAMA model.

indicates “agent” as a program with a function to interact
with users. The second indicates “agent” in the context
of machine learning. If we examine the p-concept “game,”
We find that twelve users had it and theirs were merged
into two concepts: game as game theory and game as an
entertainment.
Next, we applied the polysemy detection described in section 4.3 to the same data. Table 2 shows the different cooccurrences in different communities of the words “agent”
and “game.” The p-concepts which had the label “agent”
were merged into five concepts when we applied p-concept
gathering. In polysemy detection, the concept “agent” was
found in six communities. In cluster2 and cluster8, we can
infer that it indicates a program for processing Web contents. In cluster5 and cluster6, we can infer that it indicates
a robot that works collaboratively. A community generated
by the clustering for polysemy detection is a user’s community based on social networks. It is natural that the same
concepts are used in different communities (e.g., in cluster2
and cluster8 and in cluster5 and cluster6).
It seems that the concept “agent” in cluster2, cluster5,
cluster6, and cluster8 indicates the concept “agent” in the
biggest merged concept on p-concept gathering: as a program with a function to interact with users. From this result, we found that our concept merge method in p-concept

Table 2: List of polysemy tags that have different
co-occurrences in communities in Polyphonet.
tag
cluster
co-occurrence tags
agent cluster2 movement
cluster3 news, CMS, keyword
cluster5 architecture, robot, status
cluster6 architecture, collaborative work
cluster7 eyes, human, hypothesis
cluster8 category, page
game cluster2 learning, entity, degree
cluster5 behavior, prisoner, simulation
cluster6 a sense of incongruity,
detection, learning

Pajek

Figure 8: Social network in Blue Dot.

gathering is too rough. We need to improve the method for
merging them gradually. Anyhow, we found that a community based on social networks can highlight polysemous
words.
The polysemy problem is deeply related to the correctness
of an ontology. It may degrade the correctness of ontology, retrieval performance, and the efficiency of information
sharing. From the experimental results, we found that social networks can help to find polysemous tags. This is one
of the potential important benefits of integrating social networking data with collaborative tagging data..

5.2

Emergent ontology in Blue Dot

We have another dataset showing the effectiveness of our
approach. Blue Dot is a service that was launched in July
2006. Intended to use social networks for sharing digital information, it allows a user to track what the user’s friends in
the social network are bookmarking or “dotting.” Because
Blue Dot is one of the most advanced systems that provide social networking and social bookmarking functions,
we choose it as a good testbed for the HAMA model and
p-concept gathering.
The data we used consists of 964 users with 28018 different tags for 76237 URLs. The numbers of users of social
networking and social bookmarking were respectively 2981
and 964. The social network is shown in Fig. 8. The most
active user in the network had 393 edges, while an average
user had 6.12 edges5 . L = 3.9122 and C = 0.3129.
The most frequent tags are listed in Table 3. We can
5
There were 869 unidirectional edges, but we considered
them to be nondirectional.

Table 3: Frequent tags in Blue Dot.
tag
news
music
blogs
video
movies
shopping
books
food
art
funny

users
616
421
394
352
303
300
264
208
170
166

instances
11827
3545
3382
3599
1585
2138
1533
1064
1403
1509

records
13505
4019
3791
4191
2023
2433
1810
1348
1549
1698

Table 4: List of tags highly correlated
of social relation.
tag
χ2
persons
restaurant
1083.7
49
jon+stewart
791.0
13
bdmentions
742.3
15
katrina
726.4
26
global warming
720.0
17

with sharing
density
0.238
0.727
0.604
0.337
0.525

see that tags related to hobbies (e.g., “music”, “video”, and
“books”) were used more frequently in Blue Dot than in
Polyphonet. Table 4 lists tags highly correlated with the
sharing of social relation. χ2 indicates the tag’s correlation
with sharing of social relations, persons is the number of
users who have a target tag, and density is the density of
social networks that consists of users who have a target tag.
We can infer the rough context of social networks on Blue
Dot. Some keywords related to locality (e.g., “restaurant”
and “Katrina”) are listed in Table 4. From this result, we
can infer that many of the social networks in Blue Dot are
based on locality.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the extracted ontologies Oic ,
Oac , and O. We can see that the Oic has distributed clusters.
If we consider the actor dimension by Oac , it is more connected than the Oic . If we consider the social relations between users, all the concepts are related in some ways. This
tendency is similar to that seen in the examples of emergent
ontology in Polyphonet. This shows the effectiveness of the
HAMA model because the hidden relations behind concepts
are obtained.

6.

EVALUATION THROUGH RECOMMENDATION

We used a task-based evaluation to compare ontologies.
An extracted lightweight ontology can be used for information recommendation. For users who tag one paper, we can
recommend other papers based on an ontology. If one ontology is better than another, it will produce higher rate of
acceptance than the other does. Assumed hypothesis is: a
user will have a higher probability of accepting papers recommended on the basis of instances with ontological proximity.
We gathered the tagging data of 75 users and simulated
whether a user will accept a recommended instance by ontological similarity. It is a kind of cross-validation, where a
training set and a test set is separately used. We measure the
ontological similarity from the training set, and then provide
recommended instances to each user. If a user checked the

Figure 9: Concept relations in Blue Dot revealed by
concept-instance relations (Oic ).

Figure 11: Concept relations in Blue Dot revealed
by the HAMA model (O).

ontologies and the recall of OHAM A is better than that of
the other ontologies. This result indicates that our proposed
method can extract ontologies more exhaustively, which corresponds to the results reported in the relevant literature:
Bao showed that keyword associations based on social annotations can improve information retrieval [2]. Our ontology
OHAM A will help increase information retrieval recall.
Our proposed model is better than other models when little training data is available, and data sparsity is generally
one of the biggest problems in the early stages of social applications. The result indicates the potential importance of
the integration of social networks for this problem.
Figure 10: Concept relations in Blue Dot revealed
by actor-concept relations (Oac ).

instance in the test set, the recommendation was considered
correct; otherwise it was considered incorrect. Though users
did not tag all the instances they might have been interested
in, this figure is an approximation of the effectiveness of an
ontology.
The results are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. Figure 13
plots average precision of the recommendation against the
amount of training data. If we use more data, the precision
decreases because the number of correct answers in the test
set decreases. The precisions are almost same for all three
ontologies, but with the smallest amount of training data
the precisions for Oac and OHAM A are a little higher than
the precision of Oai . We must tune some parameters and
thresholds when we use these methods in recommendation
services. In this experiment, the system recommends all
instances that have ontological proximity r which is greater
than zero. For that reason, all precisions are low.
Figure 14 plots the average recall of the recommendation
against the amount of the training data. It shows that the
recalls of Oac and OHAM A are higher than that of Oai . Especially, the recall of Oac with the HAMA model is higher
than that of the others when there is little training data.
This result indicates the effectiveness of the HAMA model
against the data sparsity problem.
In summary, precision is almost the same for all three

7.

DISCUSSION

We can see that the precision of Oic sometimes is higher
than that of Oac and OHAM A . In this experiment, we set
an extreme parameter and simple distance matrix in order
to show the differences between ontologies clearly. Precision
can be improved by adjusting this parameter and this matrix. Our proposed model is better than others when little
training data is used, and Oic and Oac are more effective
when there is a lot of training data. It seems that reducing
λ and the difference between DBac and Bac and increasing
the amount of training data is effective. On the contrary, if
we need effectiveness of social relations more and more, we
can generate matrix D in several other ways, e.g., Distantbased: We make D so that element (i, j) is 1/dij where
dij is the distance between actor i and j. Propagation:
We apply the neighbor matrix multiple times. The resulant
matrix means the probabilistic distance from one actor to
another actor.
We would like to discuss the reasons that the precision
of our model is not high compared to the recall. We explained in section 3 that our model is based on the fact that
ontology (keyword association) is deeply related to social relations. There are, however, many kind of social relations.
If the context of social relations differs from the context of
an application, matrix D deteriorates Oac . In this paper
the application was a information recommendation of an
academic paper. We infer that coauthor relationships and
colleague relationships are desirable. It is likely that most
social relations in Polyphonet are similar to them because
the system is one for academic conference assistance. Users

¶

³
1. Prepare a training dataset of annotations Taci and
distance matrix Daa .
2. Make two matrixes Bac and Bic from Taci and three
types of ontologies:
• Oac = BT
ac Bac
• Oci = Bci BT
ci
• Ohama = λ(DBac )T DBac + (1 − λ)(Bic )T Bic
In this experiment, we set λ = 1.0 in order to show
the differences between ontologies clearly.
3. Prepare a test dataset of annotations T0 aci and make
two matrixes: B0 ac representing the relation of actors and concepts, and B0 ai where b0ij = 1 if actor ai
tagged instance ij .

Figure 13: Precision of information recommendation based on Polyphonet data.

4. Calculate ontological proximity r of actors and instances
b0a1 c1 ∈ B0 ac , bi1 c1 ∈ Bic , oc1 c2 ∈ Oic/ac/hama ,
rai ij =

X

X

cx ∈B0 ac cy ∈Bic

b0ai cx ocx cy bij cy

5. Recommend instances to actors whose ontological
proximity with them is higher than the threshold
value.
6. Evaluate the results of recommendation. If instance
ij was recommended to actor ai , and
• bij = 1, bij ∈ B0 ai , the recommendation was
correct
• bij = 0, bij ∈ B0 ai , the recommendation was
incorrect

µ

´
Figure 12: Process of Evaluation.

can register their own social networks freely, however, so
there are some social relations that are not related to the
context. It is possible that such relations become a source
of noise for the application and reduce the precision.
For example, when an application is a service for recommending a restaurant or an amusement park, it is desirable
that social relations are based on local communities. It is
important to consider a relationship among a task and a
shared ontology on social relations. Our proposed method
described at section 4.3 is one way to solve this problem. Table 2 shows that “game” has different co-occurrences in different communities. If in some community the co-occurrence
words of “game” are “XBOX” or “Nintendo,” that community will probably not be a suitable one for the recommendation of academic papers.

8.

RELATED WORKS

In information retrieval, word clustering (or LSI, random
projection) will sometimes improve the results because it
merges columns of a word-to-document matrix. making the
matrix smaller. This merging Improves text classification
and increases retrieval performance.
We should point out that the HAMA model is effective
when the concept usage of a person is similar to that of
the person’s neighbors. If not, the resultant matrix may

Figure 14: Recall of information recommendation
based on Polyphonet data.

be inferior to the original one. However, when we take the
matrix by friends or colleagues data, this seems to work well
because of the very nature of emergent ontology: lightweight
ontology is the mutual understanding among members.
Our work is generally based on the work of Mika [19],
which we described in detail in this paper. Several researchers have investigated ways to extract word association
and general knowledge and ontologies from the Web. Cimiano and his colleagues developed a system, called Patternbased ANnotation through Knowledge On the Web (PANKOW),
that which assigns a named entity into several linguistic
patterns that convey semantic meanings [6]. Ontological
relations between instances and concepts are identified by
sending queries to a Google API based on a pattern library.
In recent years, several studies analyze actual tag data.
Golder analyzed the structure and dynamic aspects of collaborative tagging systems [9]. They found regularities in
user activity, tag frequencies, and bursts of popularity in
bookmarking in del.icio.us data. Lambiotte, like Mika, proposed a tripartite network but used it to analyze the structure of the network for Last.fm and CiteULike [12]. Cattuto et al. report a statistical analysis of tagging activity
in del.icio.us and Connotea by introducing a new version of
Yule-Simon model where “the rich get richer” [5]. Folksonomy is a kind of experiment in collective intelligence, the
hallmark of what is called Web 2.0 [18].

In our work we use a social network, and there are various
methods that can be used to obtain social networks. Automatic detection of relations is also possible from various
sources of online information such as e-mail archives, schedule data, and Web citation information. Friend-of-a-Friend
(FOAF) provides a vocabulary that can be used to describe
information on a person and that person’s relations to others. We can collect FOAF files and obtain a FOAF network
[19]. With the increase of FOAF profiles and tagging data,
our proposed method will have increasing applicability in
the future.

9.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed integration of a social network
with a tripartite model of ontologies. The model, which we
call the HAMA model, is based on three dimensions (actors,
concepts, and instances) and integrates another dimension:
actor-actor relations. Inspired by Saussure’s contrast between lang and parole, we also introduce p-concepts, which
are the concepts conceived by individuals before they are
shared by many people. P-concepts are gathered and recognized as a common concept by our algorithm. We show
a case study in Polyphonet and evaluate our algorithm by
applying it to the recommendation of information.
Experimental results on two datasets, Polyphonet and
Blue Dot, provide the improved result of ontology extraction
for information recommendation. An ontology extracted by
the HAMA model was, compared to ontologies extracted by
previous models, better with respect to coverage. To improve precision, we need to tune the parameters elaborately
and carefully select social relations to use. Therefore, one
advantages of the integration is toward data sparsity problem.
Social bookmarking can be seen as a process of concept
articulation for things. We believe that integrating communication with collaborative tagging will provide a clearer
view of conceptualization on the Web. We hope our study
will contribute to various Semantic Web studies by bringing
a new dimension to emergent ontology.

10.
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